
Jaguar Software Certifies the Panini Vision 1™ Check Scanner 

Jaguar Software, a leading developer of check processing software has certified the Panini Vision 1™, the latest 

check scanning platform from Panini’s continuous innovation portfolio. The combination of Jaguar’s Remote 

Deposit software and the Vision 1 offer a compelling remote deposit capture (RDC) solution for the small business 

market. 

Jaguar and Panini have been partners for many years and with the introduction and certification of the Vision 1, 

Jaguar now has the opportunity to provide customers with the most complete and diverse scanner portfolio for 

remote deposit capture. “The new Vision 1 with the single drop feed technology is the perfect fit for Jaguar's 

MirrorImage Teller or Remote Deposit customers and WebCapture, Jaguar’s new cloud based remittance 

software” said Richard Leirer, VP of Sales and Marketing at Jaguar Software. 

“We are pleased to partner with Jaguar to provide a new low-volume check capture platform,” stated Michael 

Pratt, Chief Executive Officer at Panini. “The Vision 1 leverages the proven performance and capabilities of the 

world’s most trusted platform in check capture, the Panini Vision X – universally considered the industry 

benchmark for distributed capture with close to a million installations worldwide”. 

The Vision 1 is a single drop feed, high value version of Vision X for highly professional and user-friendly small-

medium business Remote Deposit Capture or reduced volume Teller Image Capture applications. The Vision 1 is 

able to read MICR with top accuracy, capture superior quality duplex images (including TrueColor and FastColor) 

and physically mark items on the rear side via its one-line ink jet printer – effectively positioning it for all 

circumstances where legislation, compliance requirements, or the Financial Institution’s preference imposes the 

use of rear physical item endorsement – while simplified mechanics and no feeder consumables enable even 

simpler maintenance and increased cost savings. 

About Panini 

Founded in Turin, Italy, Panini has enabled clients to capitalize on shifts in the global payments processing market for more than 

seventy years. Panini has a rich history of technology innovation, and Panini’s market leading solutions are based on state-of-

the-art research & development and ISO-9001 quality certified production. Panini offers capture solutions that enable 

customers to fully realize the advantages and efficiencies available with the digital transformation of the paper check, resulting 

in the world’s largest deployed base of check capture systems, now approaching one million devices. Panini’s scalable capture 

solutions digitize checks and payment related documents and transactions to address the complete range of distributed check 

processing opportunities including teller capture, back-counter capture, remote deposit capture, point-of-sale capture and 

remittance processing. The company provides solutions on a global basis, and has direct subsidiary operations in the United 

States covering North America and in Brazil covering Latin American markets. For more information visit: www.panini.com. 

About Jaguar Software 

Jaguar Software is an independent software developer focused on all aspects of check processing. Jaguar has a complete line of 

check processing software solutions for any size institution. Their products include complete Check21 systems, image ATM 

Deposit Automation, and several options for Remote Deposit including thick client, web based, and mobile solutions. Jaguar 

also offers full featured remittance processing solutions that can be utilized as a lockbox operation by financial institutions and 

as a traditional remittance processing system by local government agencies, utilities and other institutions that handle payment 

coupons. For more information visit www.jaguarsoftware.com. 

 


